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A distance geometry based protein modelling algorithm
is presented which relies on the projection of simple
model chain coordinates into Euclidean spaces with
gradually decreasing dimensionality. Fast embedding
was achieved by performing separate distance matrix
projections on subsets of the model points. Structural
equivalences between the unknown target and related
proteins with known structures were deduced either from
a mixed sequence/structure multiple alignment or from
the output of various fold recognition (threading)
approaches. These equivalences were mapped onto the
model as structure-specific conserved Ca atom distances
and secondary structure assignments. Additional
nonspecific distance restraints derived from general
stereochemical properties of folded protein chains were
used to guide the modelling process. The method quickly
constructed a large number of low-resolution models
which could then serve as starting conformations for full-
atom refinement. Structure predictions for some targets
in the ‘Asilomar Challenge’ (CASP2) are presented to
illustrate potential applications of the approach.
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Introduction
Comparative modelling is a protein structure prediction
technique whereby the unknown conformation of the
target molecule is deduced from the known structures of
other proteins (the templates). To this end, structural
equivalences have to be established between the target
and the templates, usually by sequence alignment tech-
niques. The rationale behind this approach is the observa-
tion that protein molecules with similar sequences usually
share the same overall 3D folding pattern. Although many
variations to this common theme have been developed
since the first homology-based structure prediction was
performed [1], all methods employ the same steps. The
structural equivalences are deduced from the sequential
information and then the restraints defined by this
mapping are used to guide a conformational search proce-
dure. The homology-derived restraints are conveniently
expressed in terms of internal coordinates, which encode
only the relative positions of the conserved structural fea-
tures and ignore the position and orientation of the mole-
cules. In this study, we have chosen the distance geometry
approach [2,3] to represent homology-derived restraints in
the form of interresidue distances.
The distance coordinate system, which describes the
geometry of a point set by the distances between the
points, has proved particularly useful in the handling of
intramolecular structural restraints in other modelling con-
texts [4–6]. Since every geometric feature invariant under
transformations in the Euclidean group (angles, volumes,
etc) can be expressed in terms of distances [7], the dis-
tance coordinate system can be used as an alternative to
Cartesian coordinates. The latter can be recovered by the
embedding algorithm [2,3,8,9], which attempts to satisfy
all distance restraints simultaneously. The resulting family
of solutions efficiently explores the available conformation
space [10], making the method a useful alternative to
other energy minimization approaches. 
Distance geometry based techniques have been applied to
homology modelling problems previously, attempting to
identify intramolecular distances between structurally
equivalent atoms that are conserved among proteins with
similar folds [11–14]. These approaches generate full-
atom models, which, although potentially accurate, can be
expensive in terms of computing time. We have designed
a distance geometry based comparative modelling algo-
rithm that can generate a large number of low-resolution
folds in a short time, by folding the entire simplified
model chain through a series of embeddings that project
the structures into gradually lower and lower dimensional
Euclidean spaces. This gradual projection, which could be
performed at high speed with a novel embedding algo-
rithm [15], contributed to the robustness of the method
when the structure-specific distance restraints were incon-
sistent [6]. Missing structural information was comple-
mented by supplying nonspecific restraints that described
general stereochemical features of proteins. We modelled
several targets in the CASP2 protein structure prediction
contest using this approach.
Results and discussion
In order to illustrate the strengths and limitations of the
method, predictions on two of the CASP2 targets are pre-
sented here. One of these, target T0017 (glutathione
transferase from rat liver), can be regarded as an ‘easy’ pre-
diction, as there were a number of homologous sequences
with known structures available. On the other hand, target
T0004 (polyribonucleotide nucleotidyltransferase S1 motif
(PNS1) from Escherichia coli) presented a more difficult case,
as no clearly homologous structures could be identified and
we therefore had to apply fold recognition techniques.
Glutathione transferase (target T0017) 
The prediction of the overall fold of target T0017 pre-
sented no problems, due to the availability of close homo-
logues with known structure. Twenty models were
generated by DRAGON which were essentially identical:
the Ca RMSD of the individual structures from their
average was between 0.2 and 0.4 Å. The minimization and
simulated annealing of the full-atom model constructed
from this average conformation changed the position of
the Ca atoms by an RMSD of 0.2 Å.
The raw performance of DRAGON-4 is best judged by the
coordinate RMSDs between the corresponding Ca atoms
in the model and the X-ray structure (Fig. 1). The overall
Ca RMSD was 1.85 Å (217 atom pairs). Within well-
ordered regions, where the B-factor was less than 20 Å2
and no alternative atom positions were found, this figure
decreased to 1.33 Å (146 atoms), and within regions of
regular secondary structures to 1.13 Å. The all-atom
RMSDs, on the other hand, measure the performance of
both DRAGON-4 and the full-atom optimization procedure.
As expected, the RMSDs became higher: 2.64 Å for all
1812 atoms, 2.10 Å within well-ordered regions and 2.16 Å
within secondary structures (see Table 1 for details).
PNS1 (target T0004)
Three potential folds for PNS1 were identified by a two-
step threading process [16]: 1LTS (chain D), 1HRH
(chain A) and 2SNS. The maximal length of homology-
derived distance restraints was limited to 10 Å in this case,
based on the assumption that longer distances may not be
conserved if there is only a moderate structural similarity
between the target and scaffold. The averages of the 10
best-scoring raw DRAGON models were then converted into
full-atom models and minimized.
Our approach was successful in finding the correct fold
(which is similar to that of 1LTSD). Although the Ca
RMSD value is quite high, 6.36 Å, nevertheless the super-
position of the model and the target structure revealed that
the essential features of the global fold were located cor-
rectly (Fig. 2). Major differences were seen only in the
position of the b-turn between residues Ile25 and Lys29
and in the loop between His34 and Ala40. We have also
predicted a helix between Arg42 and Met52 that is present
only in a distorted form in the experimental structure.
Despite these apparent shortcomings, we constructed a
reasonable structural model for this difficult problem.
Interestingly, we could not identify the correct fold based
on the CHARMm energy values. The minimal energy struc-
ture was the 1HRHA-based model without solvent (Edry =
–4547 kcal mol–1), or the 2SNS-based model when the
solvent energy was taken into account (Esolv =
–15 744 kcal mol–1). The correct 1LTSD-based model
ranked second in both cases. This corroborates the observa-
tion that potential-based discrimination between the correct
and incorrect folds is by no means straightforward [17,18].
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Figure 1
Superposition of the model onto the target T0017 (glutathione
transferase). The Ca coordinate RMSD is 1.85 Å. The model is shown
in yellow.
Table 1
Illustration of the Ca RMSD of each model with solvated
simulated annealing.
Comparisons Templates
1LTSD
T0004 NMR vs. DRAGON 6.36
Template vs. DRAGON 11.59
Template vs. NMR 14.46
1GTA 1HNA 2GSTA Combined
T0017 X-ray vs. DRAGON 2.65 1.57 1.13 1.85
Template vs. DRAGON 2.68 1.02 0.47
Template vs. X-ray 1.42 1.07 0.97
Only one template was close for T0004. Three templates were
homologous to T0017. The model combining data for all three
homologues was the model submitted for CASP2 assessment.
Concluding remarks
We have presented a distance geometry based homology
modelling program that complements the existing
methods in a number of ways. The low-resolution repre-
sentation of the polypeptide chain made the mapping of
known interresidue distances easier and together with a
novel highly efficient embedding algorithm enabled us to
generate a large number of models in a short time, the dis-
tance geometry and the Ca/Cb refinement being much
faster than the full-atom minimizations: in the region of 5
minutes versus 5 hours. The stereochemical knowledge
built into the program provided guidance when structure-
specific information was not available, and the gradual
projection iterations successfully balanced the occasional
inconsistencies present in the predicted restraints. The
program can be most useful in modelling situations where
the structural templates are identified by threading or
other fold recognition approaches and the average conser-
vation of the initial multiple alignment is low. Under such
circumstances, a set of model structures are needed
quickly to determine whether corrections to the alignment
are necessary. The low-resolution but correctly folded
structures generated by DRAGON-4 can then be refined by
appropriate methods operating in Euclidean space to
obtain the final all-atom models, thus enabling us to
predict protein structure from sequential similarity with
improved efficiency. The quality of the models at each
stage of the method is shown in Figure 3.
Materials and methods
Sequence data and multiple alignments
Predictions presented in this paper were performed for targets T0004
(polyribonucleotide nucleotidyltransferase S1 motif from E. coli) and
T0017 (rat liver glutathione transferase) in the CASP2 challenge. Scaf-
fold structures were identified for target T0017 by performing a BLAST
search with the target sequence against the PDB. For target T0004,
where no suitable homologues with known structures could be found,
the sequence was threaded against a set of non-homologous proteins
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Figure 2
Superposition of the Ca trace of the S1 motif model built on 1LTSD
onto the experimental structure of the target T0004. Although the Ca
coordinate RMSD was relatively high, the correct fold was recognized.
The model can be identified by the longer C terminus, in red.
Figure 3
Trace showing the quality of the models at
each stage of the method: the averaged Ca
backbone, then the full backbone, then with
sidechains added, followed by a steepest
descents CHARMm minimization and then
simulated annealing and solvated annealing.
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using THREADER [19]. The top-scoring 100 hits from this procedure were
compared to a multiple alignment of the PNS1 sequence and a number
of homologous sequences using the Multiple Sequence Threading (MST)
program [16]. The alignments between the scaffolds and the target
were complemented in all cases by sequences moderately homologous
to the target to facilitate the identification of conserved residues. Amino
acid similarity was measured by the PAM-120 matrix in all cases [20].
Overall alignment conservation was determined as in [21].
For target T0017, the alignment was constructed from the sequences
of rat, human and Schistosoma japonica glutathione transferase struc-
tures (PDB codes: 2GST chain A, 1HNA and 1GTA, respectively) and
from additional sequences from chick, house-dust mite and Fasciola
hepatica (SWISS-PROT access codes: GTM2_CHICK,
GTM1_DERPT and GT28_FASHE, respectively). The target T0004
alignments were built from the following sequences: polyribonucleotide
nucleotidyltransferase from Photorhabdus luminescens (PNP_PHOLU)
and Haemophilus influenzae (PNP_HAEIN), 30S ribosomal protein S1
from Mycobacterium leprae (RS1_MYCLE), Bacillus subtilis
(RS1H_BACSU) and E. coli (RS1_ECOLI), and two hypothetical pro-
teins, YABR from B. subtilis (YABR_BACSU) and YHGF from E. coli
(YHGF_ECOLI). These sequences were in turn aligned to three scaf-
fold structures: porcine heat-labile enterotoxin (1LTS, chain D), the
ribonuclease domain of HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (1HRH, chain A)
and staphylococcal nuclease (2SNS).
Fold generation
Model building was performed by DRAGON-4, the distance geometry
program developed in our laboratory [6,15,22]. Simulations were
carried out on simple model chains which represented the polypeptide
backbone with the Ca atoms and the amino acid sidechains with a
single pseudo-atom corresponding to the centroid of the sidechain [5].
Structure-specific restraints were generated by mapping the distances
between the Ca atoms of those residues in the scaffolds onto the cor-
responding residue pairs in the target sequence. These restraints were
weighed with the geometric mean of the conservation values for the
corresponding alignment positions and were independent of any gaps
separating the two residues. The structure-specific distance restraints
were complemented by secondary structure information and nonspe-
cific distance restraints reflecting the hydrophobic effect and general
stereochemical considerations as described in [22].
The initial distance entries were adjusted by the restraints and the
resulting matrix was embedded into a high-dimensional Euclidean
space using an improved projection algorithm [15]. This involved the
splitting of the distance matrix into smaller submatrices which were
separately embedded, and the relative positions and orientations of
these subclusters were then reconstructed using another embedding.
The raw coordinates were refined by the Spectral Gradient Algorithm
[23,24] adapted for high-dimensional spaces (A Aszódi, unpublished
data), then the distance matrix was reconstructed and projected into a
lower-dimensional Euclidean space until a 3D conformation was found.
At this stage the model enantiomer with the same overall chirality as
the scaffolds was selected and was saved following a final refinement.
Full-atom models
At least 20 models were generated for each target. These were clus-
tered according to their pairwise Ca coordinate RMSD values and the
average Ca traces from each significantly different cluster were used
as representatives of the predicted folds. The positions of the
sidechain atoms were deduced from the average of topologically corre-
sponding atom positions from the scaffolds mapped onto the target via
the original multiple alignment. The missing backbone and sidechain
atoms were generated by the QUANTA molecular modelling program
(versions 4.1 and 96, Molecular Simulations, Inc). Bad local geometries
were relaxed by an initial energy minimization and the resulting confor-
mations were subjected to an in vacuo simulated annealing protocol
quenching from T = 1000 K using CHARMm (version 23.1, as supplied
with QUANTA). The model Ca atoms were restrained to their original
positions by a soft harmonic potential to avoid unfolding. Following the
annealing, the structures were covered with a 8 Å thick solvent layer
and were subjected to a second simulated annealing at T = 300 K
without any restraints.
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